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The Incorrigible Girl, The Famous Five, The Secret Seven, What Katy Did, 
What Katy Did Next, Big Red, The Mystery of the Everglades, Pollyanna, 
Little Women, Little Men, Good Wives, One Pair of Hands, One Pair of 
Feet, My Turn to Make the Tea, Joy and Josephine, Falling Angel, Harry 
Potter, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, Twilight, And the 
Mountains Echoed, The Kite Runner, A Thousand Splendid Suns, Green 
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Mockingbird, Miss Read, Milly-Molly-Mandy, The Railway Children, The 
Little Stranger, The Book Thief, The Winds of Heaven, A Prayer for Owen 
Meany, 1984, The Road to Wigan Pier, The Hobbit, The Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe.  
 
 

[01:47:48] [Session Two of Two: 11th February 2015]  

 
 
00:00:00 Introduction to interview. 
00.01.05 Comments on children, eldest son (58), eldest daughter 

(54), next son (48), youngest daughter (44), remarks on 
age differences.  

00.02.00 Remarks on grandchildren, seven girls, one boy, aged 
from 9 to 30, comments on son having two families, 
remarks on birthday book.  



00.03.40 Remarks on reading in cubby hole by toilets while mother 
worked as cleaner, comments on mother cleaning office 
after bomb damage, borrowing books from office, often 
borrowing factual books and stories. Mention of never 
reading aloud. Remarks on reading story called The 
Incorrigible Girl, pronouncing ‘incorrigible’ and 
‘gymkhana’ wrongly. Mention of starting work as office 
junior at 15.  

00.05.30 Comments on not owning many books, re-reading books 
in possession, not going to library until going to 
secondary school, only reading at mother’s work during 
school holidays. Remarks on interest in music rather than 
facts, listening to radio. Comments on reading type of 
encyclopaedia, hardback, royal blue cover.  

00.07.00 Remarks on getting into trouble at school, story of The 
Incorrigible Girl resonating. Comments on boarding 
school book plots, Enid Blyton, The Famous Five, The 
Secret Seven, What Katy Did, What Katy Did Next (Sarah 
Chauncey Woolsey), enjoyment of adventure stories, 
people getting into trouble. Comments on spending time 
with older brother in fields near north London home, 
outdoor adventures, making camps, enjoying open air.  

00.08.45 Comments on liking animals, briefly owning dog, dog 
being put to sleep. Remarks on father’s job as park 
keeper, father knowing dogs in park. Comments on 
winning Big Red as school prize (Jim Kjelgaard), remarks 
on red setter in book, wanting red setter, disappointment 
at book being boys’ book. Remarks on red daschunds, 
expense and difficulty of owning dogs. Comments on Big 
Red plot.  

00.10.25 Remarks on aunt buying The Mystery of the Everglades, 
lack of memory of plot, lack of awareness of book 
geography. Comments on memories of plot, similarities to 
Enid Blyton. Comments on aunt buying books from 
newsagent, aunt buying Pollyanna. 

00.12.00 Comments on enjoyment of story in Pollyanna, ambition 
to be lifelong invalid. Extensive remarks on Pollyanna 
plot, enjoyment of book, reading it twice on same day, re-
reading many times, later going to see film, film not 
appealing.  

00.19.55 Remarks on enjoyment of Little Women, Little Men, Good 
Wives (Louisa May Alcott), identifying with character of Jo 
(always in trouble). Comments on reading books aged 11 
or 12 (1947-1948).  

00.20.40 Remarks on religious books, being Sunday School 
teacher aged 12 (1948), being in Girls’ Brigade.  

00.21.00 Comments on not attending grammar school, being top in 
secondary school class, trying for technical school at 13 
(1949), being pre-judged because cousin dropped out, 
brother’s poor school performance. Remarks on parents’ 



lack of expectation of education, expectation of starting 
work, not having career.  

00.22.40 Remarks on getting first job in bank through Girls’ 
Brigade, not having qualifications, having good 
handwriting, working in insurance department, mention of 
bank as Indian–Pakistani bank, meeting husband playing 
table tennis at bank.  

00.23.50 Remarks on parents’ lack of interest in reading, father’s 
intelligence, mother’s lack of opportunity, mother being 
part of family of 15, reading to her parents, looking after 
other children, mother’s parents’ anger on mother’s 
marriage and departure from family home. Remarks on 
mother’s youngest sister’s health problems, rages, going 
to mental hospital, fear of going to hospital on visits as 
three year old (1939). Comments on aunt becoming Land 
Girl during war, enjoying spending time in grounds of 
institution.  

00.27.35 Remarks on orange and white checked cover on 
Pollyanna, lack of memories of illustrations.  

00.28.20 Comments on buying first book (Monica Dickens) at 
Victoria station, still having book [husband interrupts], not 
having pocket money as child. Remarks on different 
Monica Dickens novels, One Pair of Hands, One Pair of 
Feet, My Turn to Make the Tea, having all Monica 
Dickens books except biography. Further comments on 
One Pair of Hands and plot, plot of One Pair of Feet, My 
Turn to Make the Tea, Joy and Josephine. Remarks on 
keeping Monica Dickens paperbacks, reasons for buying 
first book, wanting to write to Monica Dickens to tell of 
enjoyment of books.  

00.31.30 Remarks on reading and knitting on bus while travelling 
to work, comments on lack of memory of reasons for 
being at Victoria station.  

00.31.55 Comments on meeting husband aged 16 or 17 (1952-
1953), husband doing national service, meeting husband 
working at bank. 

00.32.25 Comments on hatred of office work, handing over wages 
to mother, poor levels of pay, borrowing money from 
father for fare, not travelling by underground, fear of using 
underground, preference for buses. Further comments on 
family’s financial difficulties.  

00.33.55 Remarks on lack of memory of buying books after starting 
work, comments on working hours at bank, working 
weekends.  

00.35.00 Remarks on interest in Dick Francis books, shared 
interest with husband, interviewee’s lack of interest in 
racing and betting, initial dislike of idea of reading Dick 
Francis. Remarks on dislike of Jeffrey Archer books 
because of Archer’s prison stay, reading Jeffrey Archer 
books with reading group. 



00.35.55 Comments on writing up reading material for reading 
group to recommend books, reading Jeffrey Archer 
trilogy, no further books coming out. 

00.36.35 Comments on not going to library apart from 
reading/knitting groups, accessing library via scooter.  
Remarks on shyness about going to library as child, 
‘sacrosanct’ and strict nature of libraries, shyness about 
taking grandson to library later in life, fear of grandson 
crying. Comments on changes in library use. Remarks on 
need for member of staff to be present for groups to take 
place.  

00.38.20 Comments on book for taking notes on books read in 
reading group, people’s different interpretations of books.  

00.39.00 Comments on son setting interviewee up with iPad, 
having Amazon app and Kindle app. Remarks on limited 
use of iPad. Comments on reading Jodi Picoult book on 
iPad, remarks on plot of Picoult book, supernatural 
themes, similarities to Sarah Waters. Comments on 
dislike of supernatural themes, feelings of other reading 
group members, remarks on plot of Tracy Chevalier, 
Falling Angel, differences of opinion on book to friend.  

00.43.50 Comments on books recommended by friend Jean, liking 
first book recommended. Remarks on plot of first book 
recommended, lack of memory of title.  

00.44.40 Comments on liking happy endings in book, remarks on 
plots of books enjoyed, different interpretations of 
endings to other book club members. Remarks on ‘whole 
point’ of book group being different interpretations.  

00.46.30 Remarks on not minding murders in books, disliking 
creepy/unexplained murders. Examples of plots 
disliked/liked. Comments on disliking crimes involving 
children in books, remarks on plots involving children.  

00.51.20 Remarks on reading John Grisham books, getting bored 
reading too many books by same author.  

00.51.30 Comments on receiving Susan Lewis books from 
daughter in law, remarks on plots of Susan Lewis books, 
dislike of plots involving distress to children. Further 
comments on dislike of supernatural, uncertainly about 
Harry Potter, discussion of Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone, listening to Harry Potter on audio 
books on buses while travelling, dislike of snakes in 
books. Remarks on uncertainty about Twilight books, 
books involving zombies, not liking sleeping alone.  

00.56.00 Comments on not choosing books because of hype in 
news, remarks on reading synopses of books on back 
before reading.  

00.56.35 Remarks on process of choosing books for reading 
group. Comments on disappointment in Khaled Hosseini, 
And the Mountains Echoed. Remarks on other Khaled 
Hosseini books, The Kite Runner, A Thousand Splendid 



Suns. Further comments on And the Mountains Echoed, 
losing track of characters, remarks on plot.  

00.58.15 Comments on son buying books by Kent Haruf, not 
having read them yet. Remarks on reading group 
organiser’s horror at interviewee not having read To Kill a 
Mockingbird, watching DVD before reading book. 
Comments on Harper Lee sequel to be released.  

00.59.20 Comments on granddaughter’s reading habits, 
granddaughter wearing Atticus T-shirt with dead bird on 
it. Remarks on children still reading To Kill a Mockingbird 
at school, plans to read Harper Lee sequel.  

01.00.30 Remarks on reading on Kindle, finding lighting easier, 
preference for books, fear of technology. Further 
comments on eyesight problems, knitting simple patterns, 
difficulty of seeing television.  

01.01.40 Comments on listening to audio books, Maeve Binchy 
books, Rosamunde Pilcher books, similarity of books, 
plots of Binchy and Pilcher books.  

01.03.30 Remarks on preference for travelling on buses to 
trains/underground, comments on first romance on train, 
shyness around men, not travelling much, not liking 
strangers’ approaches on public transport, man disrobing 
on train, improvement in public transport security, busy 
nature of underground.  

01.06.40 Comments on reasons for reading Miss Read books, 
friend recommending books. Remarks on Miss Read 
plots. Comments on other books recommended by 
friends, books about dogs, naming dog Ben after dog in 
book.  

01.08.20 Remarks on Milly-Molly-Mandy books (Joyce Lankester 
Brisley), interest in reading about bedroom being 
decorated, younger daughter’s enjoyment of Milly-Molly-
Mandy, naming dead baby Molly.  

01.09.40 Comments on reading children bedtime stories, age gap 
between children, older children leaving home when 
younger children still going to bed early. Remarks on 
tiredness from work sometimes stopping reading, recital 
of rhymes read to children. Comments on difficulty of 
reading to youngest daughter because of father’s 
presence in house, remarks on singing own songs to 
children.  

01.12.10 Comments on importance of children’s interest in reading. 
Remarks on clearing house of books, comments on age.  

01.13.10 Remarks on differences between own childhood and 
those of children, spending time alone in own childhood, 
four year age gap with older brother. Comments on 
leaving school at 15, starting work (1951).  

01.13.50 Remarks on crying reading Little Women, not reading 
books that arouse anger. Comments on sadness of plot 
of Little Women, not having read The Railway Children 



(Edith Nesbit), watching film.  
01.14.40 Comments on calling parents ‘Mum’ and ‘Dad’, not 

‘Mummy’ and ‘Daddy’, remarks on nature of marriage, 
different things being normal for different families, 
different expressions and ways of speaking in north and 
south London.  

01.16.00 Remarks on collections of photographs, photographs 
albums in house, photographs on display.  

01.17.20 Further comments on husband’s reading habits, reading 
Dick Francis and newspapers, little else. Remarks on 
pride in children, children’s careers.  

01.19.10 Further comments on own jobs, working in crèche/clinic. 
Remarks on process of getting job, not having 
qualifications to work with children but being able to take 
daughter.  

01.19.50 Remarks on husband not attending groups, knitting group 
as first group attended by interviewee, aged 74 (2010), 
going to cinema alone, wanting to go on coach trips. 
Comments on once persuading husband to go on coach 
trip to Orkney and Shetland, husband and other travellers 
being seasick on boat.  

01.21.40 Comments on places where children and grandchildren 
live, children’s accents, different accents in different 
places.  

01.22.30 Remarks on holiday with daughter to Colorado, lack of 
memory of books read, comments on knitting, listening to 
music. Comments on using headphones to listen to 
music, knitting on plane, not doing much holiday reading.  

01.23.20 Remarks on planning to read in bed, husband staying up 
late, having separate beds, comments on supper. 
Comments on TV and DVD player in bedroom, watching 
Sky, husband not watching sport despite liking sport. 
Comments on recording programmes and not watching 
them, not having watched Khaled Hosseini, The Kite 
Runner. Remarks on programmes watched, Band of 
Gold.  

01.25.00 Comments on dislike of swearing in house, not being 
allowed to say ‘belly’ and ‘bum’ as child.  

01.27.10 Remarks on reading group diary, lack of change in 
reading group membership, initially attending Southfields 
reading group before moving to Roehampton. Comments 
on books read in reading group, The Little Stranger 
(Sarah Waters), The Book Thief (Markus Zusak). 
Remarks on change in organising person.  

01.28.00 Remarks on plot of The Book Thief, different perspective 
on war, further comments on Sarah Waters, The Little 
Stranger. Further remarks on The Book Thief plot, 
viewing Germans as human beings rather than the 
enemy. 

01.29.50 Further comments on The Winds of Heaven, Monica 



Dickens, extensive remarks on plot, liking family oriented 
nature of book.   

01.32.40 Comments on talking a lot, husband not being able to 
hear well, not having lengthy conversations with husband, 
enjoying conversations with son.  

01.33.40 Comments on son’s favourite book, A Prayer for Owen 
Meany (John Irving), son reading Victor Hugo biography, 
son’s intelligence, son not going to university. Remarks 
on not having read A Prayer for Owen Meany, comments 
on plot.  

01.34.50 Remarks on son introducing interviewee to George 
Orwell, not having read 1984. Comments on enjoying The 
Road to Wigan Pier, not feeling intelligent enough to read 
Orwell books before joining reading group.  

01.35.30 Comments on dislike of science fiction, lack of interest in 
The Hobbit (J. R. R. Tolkien), reading The Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe (C. S. Lewis) with children, lack of 
interest in Doctor Who, granddaughter enjoying Doctor 
Who. Remarks on being too old for some science fiction 
material.  

01.36.40 Comments on Jalna series (Mazo de la Roche), reading 
Jalna books before Miss Read books, comments on 
Jalna plot.  

01.38.00 Remarks on lack of interest in historical novels, criticism 
for never having read Forever Amber (Kathleen Winsor), 
remarks on dry nature of history teaching, interest in serf 
system.  

01.39.00 Comments on The Robe and The Big Fisherman (Lloyd 
Douglas), other Lloyd Douglas books, Green Light. 
Comments on Green Light plot, not following wording in 
American books. Comments on plots of The Robe and 
The Big Fisherman, receiving The Big Fisherman from 
husband for 21st birthday.  

01.40.30 Comments on shame for not currently attending church, 
attending church immediately after marriage. Remarks on 
mother in law’s Baptist status, going to church as outing, 
husband not believing. Comments on taking children to 
church. Further remarks on Lloyd Douglas books, 
borrowing books from friend at Sunday School, detailed 
comments on friend.  

01.42.30 Comments on uniform at bank on starting work, not 
meeting customers, dealing with insurance, only wearing 
casual clothes at weekend. Remarks on receiving 
compliment while working at bank, buying suit with first 
bonus.  

01.44.20 Remarks on remembering more than expected in 
interviews, remembering bad things, memories of first 
day at school, using slate and chalk. Further comments 
on shyness, enjoyment of job at clinic, mothering role for 
young mothers.  



01.45.50 Comments on wearing uniform at clinic, health visitors 
wearing own clothes, young mothers trusting interviewee 
because of own children.  

01.46.00 Remarks on feelings about interview, happy in own 
home, not wanting to be interviewed at university or 
library. Further brief comments on John Grisham books.  

01.47.48 ENDS 
 
                  
 
 
 

 
 


